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omission). We suggest that that a transition period of 12 months is adopted, during
which time the Enforcement Agencies will focus on an education phase, and impose
sanctions by issuing warning letters rather than commencing civil and/or criminal
sanctions.
The remedy the Enforcement Agency intends to pursue needs to be communicated at
the outset of an investigation. In particular, it is essential that a trader is told whether
the sanction sought will be criminal or civil in order to preserve his or her legal rights.
If a trader does not know whether the potential liability is civil or criminal it will make
it very difficult to transparently co-operate and communicate with the Enforcement
Agencies. At the same time, the enforcement approach of the Enforcement Agency
must be clearly articulated. It would be appropriate to indicate that criminal sanctions
would only be sought in the most egregious cases. We fully support the suggestions in
the CAHK submission that the order of enforcement actions for “first instance” conduct
is clearly set out (i.e. formal written warnings, followed by an Undertaking, then civil
remedies if the conduct is not rectified).
The Policy Statement should make it clear which investigation powers the Enforcement
Agencies are using during an investigation. It would be most useful if OFCA would
take the same approach to enforcement priorities and processes as the Customs &
Excise Department. It would also be helpful to clarify that OFCA could not use
information collected for an investigation under the Telecommunications Ordinance for
an investigation under the TDO (and vice versa).
The drafting of the Undertaking should be modified to encourage traders to adopt it.
We support the measures CAHK has suggested in its submissions and in particular urge
the Enforcement Agency to consider the suggested recommendations not to publish
sensitive parts of the Undertaking (or publish it all absent a compelling reason to do so).
We also echo the submissions that Enforcement Agencies should take into account co
operation levels and remedial actions taken before considering whether an Undertaking
should be withdrawn under s.30N. Likewise, we consider it important that negotiations
between a trader and an Enforcement Agency should not be used in any future
prosecution or damages. It is also important that the Enforcement Agency produces
credible evidence before withdrawing the acceptance of an Undertaking under s.30N(1).
Undertakings, to be a useful tool, must not be used to open traders to private action
damages suits. Paragraph 5 of the draft Undertaking be amended to “the trader
acknowledges/has been informed that C&ED/OFCA is of the view that the trader was
likely to engage in….”.
We believe C&ED is the appropriate Enforcement Agency to conduct criminal
prosecutions. We also support the CAHK submissions in relation to greater clarity
being required in terms of which agency will conduct an investigation and ensuring that
there is a consistency in approach.
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Section B – General Guidelines
Ԭຝʳˀʳԫਐ֧ʳ
1. Fair Trading Sections of the Trade Descriptions Ordinance – Scope of Application
πᎅࣔයࠏρऱֆؓᛜය֮ʳˀʳᔞشᒤʳ
Views ᛣߠ:
The application of “concurrent jurisdiction” needs greater clarity. It should be made clear in
what circumstances the C&ED as opposed to OFCA will conduct an investigation. It also
needs to be made clear that OFCA enforcement priorities, approaches and processes will be
similar to those adopted by the C&ED.
Much greater clarity is also required in respect of directors and managers liability. The
guidelines should give more concrete examples of when it is likely that this provision will be
invoked and what steps will provide an adequate defense. In particular, there needs to be
specific recognition that have an adequate compliance plan, and taking reasonable
precautions will be a defense for personal liability.

2. Trade Descriptions of Goods and Services ຄࡉࣚ೭ऱᎅࣔ
Views რߠ:
More concrete examples need to be given to provide better guidance. In particular, it needs
to be clear when a trade description will be considered to be false or misleading “to a
material degree”. Some examples are provided in the CAHK submission.

ˆˁ Misleading Omissions ᎄᖄࢤᙊዥʳ
Views რߠ:
The offence of misleading omissions is both new and controversial, and has the potential
having unintended consequences. This provision imposes a new standard upon traders (as
they now have to assess what information might affect an “average” customer’s purchasing
decision). While that may be straight forward for “simple” products and services, it is a
much more difficult assessment to make for more complex products and services. The
situation becomes more complex for bundled offerings with many different features and
contract terms. What is important to one customer may be trivial (or even annoying) to
another customer. Accordingly, more concrete “real life” examples are necessary in order to
provide sufficient clarity to ensure compliance. Examples of both acceptable and
unacceptable conduct should be included.
There needs to be more explanation about how the offence will operate in different selling
environments. For example, information that can be provided in an online sales
environment, where customers are free to click-through (or not) to relevant information is
very different to an “in-person” sale, whether by phone, in a shop, or any other environment
where a more limited time frame may be involved and a customer may not wish to listen to a
long explanation of relevant information. In general, in “in-person” sales it should be clear
that as long as an opportunity is given to ask further information, or information given on
where that information can be obtained (e.g. a website), then that should be sufficient.
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The examples given in relation to “invitation-to-treat” advertisements reflect more “brand
building” exercises, rather than an invitation to treat. An invitation to treat should be
regarded more properly as a price displayed next to a product or service in a shop, not in a
TV advertisement, an online banner advertisement or an advertisement in print. It is
unrealistic to expect all of the information required in an “invitation to treat” context in
normal print or television environments. As currently drafted, where more complex
products and services are provided, television advertisements would need to be full of fine
print at the end of each advertisement, and printed ads would require 1/3 page of explanatory
material.
Again, we agree with the points made in the CAHK submissions on this point and support
the “Relevant Information” list it proposed, where it would be sufficient to provide
customers with a sheet of paper listing an honestly compiled list of relevant information
prior to a purchase. It should also be clear that it is sufficient for a trader discharge the
obligation if it provides customers with the opportunity to raise further queries or provides a
link to a website or fact sheet with further details.
It needs to be clarified that not giving a customer the “best offer” is not a misleading
omission, especially in the context of industries where tiered offers are common. The
smartphone example given in paragraph 3.16 also needs to be clarified. This could be used
to contrast the difference in information required in information given in person before a
contract is signed in an online versus “in person” environment (and the difference between a
telephone sale and a shop sale), versus information required in a brand building exercise.
It should be clear that providing information at the time of entering into the contract, or
included in the contract is sufficient “timing”, rather than “before” the purchase as currently
specified in paragraph 3.23. This is particularly relevant in the telecommunication sector
where all the major operators have agreed to comply with the Code of Practice in respect of
Telecommunications Contracts.
A decision not to buy should not be one which would ordinarily give rise to any action by
the Enforcement Agencies.

4. Aggressive Commercial Practices ࠠᚕࢤऱᛜᄐ۩
Views რߠ:
More detailed guidance is required in respect of what factors would indicate aggressive
commercial practices in order to provide guidance on the line between “assertive” selling
and conduct which is breach of this provision.
More concrete examples of both acceptable and unacceptable behavior would be welcome.

ˈˁ Bait Advertising 塆ᎈڤᐖܫႚʳ
Views რߠ:
We have not major issues with this section.
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6. Bait and Switch ٣ᎈ৵᠏ᔭഇ۩
Views რߠ:
We have no major issues with this section.

ˊˁ Wrongly Accepting Payment լᅝچ൷࠹ཱིבʳ
Views რߠ:
We have no major issues with this section.

8. Liability of Parties Involved ڶᣂԳՓऱऄ৳ຂٚ
Views რߠ:
As set out above, we believe it is critical that the Policy Statement and General Guidelines
provide more clarify on when personal liability will arise.
In particular, in order to give certainty to traders, their employees and stakeholders, it is
essential to know what will provide a defense to these allegations. This will also encourage
the development of comprehensive compliance plans if it is clearly set out what steps must
be taken.
Concrete examples of what “due diligence” and compliance systems would be adequate (and
not adequate) would be very helpful.

9. Sanctions and Powers Available to the Commissioner and the Communications Authority
ଉཽ௧ᣂᣂ९ࡉຏಛࠃ೭ጥױݝਜףऱᡕ֗ᛧᓿղऱᦞԺʳ
Views რߠ:
We have no major issues with this section.

˄˃ˁ Consumer Redress ၄ृױ༈ޣिإʳ
Views რߠ:
We have no major issues with this section.

Signature ᆟ:

_______________________

Date ֲཚ:

15 March 2013

Please return us this form on or before 17 January 2013 through any of the following means:
ᓮຘመאՀٚ۶ԫႈຜஉ࣍˅˅˃˄ˆࢨֲˊ˄˄ִ˄˄ڣհছٌڼڃ।ˍʳʳ
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Postၡബ:

Customs and Excise Department
Trade Descriptions Ordinance Special Planning Group
14/F., Trade and Industry Department Tower,
700 Nathan Road, Mongkok, Kowloon

ᚊ࣎ߡʳ
ᚦཉሐˊ˃˃ᇆʳ
ՠᄐ၉࣐ᆟՕᑔ˄ˇڗᑔʳ
ଉཽ௧ᣂʳʳ
ᎅࣔයࠏܑᤂቤิ

52398 0596
Fax ႚట:
E-mail ሽၡ: guidelinescon@customs.gov.hk
Note: In providing us your views, please let us know in case you do not want to be attributed. Unless otherwise specified,
all responses will be treated as public information and may be published in the future without further notice.
⊼ᛣ: ڕլֆၲࡩټΔᓮ࣍༼ٌრߠழ堚ᄑ।قΖೈॺףਐࣔΔܡঞࢬڶრߠ݁ီ܂ֆ٥ᇷಛΔֲ৵ױ౨
ᄎڶڇຏवՀղאֆၲΖʳ

